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     Peter Friedmann’s View from Washington DC - June 2020 
 

“Trump and Pelosi - Working Together, But Never Admitting It” 
 

While the world has watched demonstrations (and looting) here in DC, Capitol Hill and White House 
have been busy, and contrary to the media narrative, working productively together. 
 
Together, the Democratic Majority House, Republican Majority Senate, and President Trump have, 
in the past couple months, passed the largest public relief bills in the nation’s history, to address 
COVID. The two primary advocates for such massive funding levels were Nancy Pelosi and Donald 
Trump, both working to overcome pockets of Congressional and Administration resistance. The 
House and Senate are now discussing and will shortly pass a fifth massive economic relief bill, 
extending unemployment supplements, funding state and local governments, etc. The President will 
sign what they pass.  
 
The House and Senate are actually quite close substantively (even if politically, they cannot admit it) 
on unprecedented federal intervention into local policing policies and tactics, in response to the 
George Floyd catastrophe. The media will highlight the differences between the Democratic and 
Republican approaches (and there certainly are a number), even though they have much in 
common.  Again, the President will sign whatever they pass.  
 
Nancy Pelosi and Donald Trump had to work together to pass the controversial US Mexico Canada 
Agreement (USMCA) six months ago. Normally it’s a year (or more) to update regulations to 
implement complex trade agreements. But this year there is pressure to get the USMCA in place 
much more quickly -- July 1. The trade community and Customs & Border Protection are working 
feverishly to be ready. Why the rush this year?  Both Donald Trump and Nancy Pelosi demanded it. 
They won’t admit it, but we who work to get bills and amendments passed, know that just like the 
COVID spending, they are “on the same page”, once again. 
 
What ‘s the next big objective, and will they work together again? Roads, bridges, ports, transit have 
long been every politician’s spending perk. But in the past 3 decades, Congress has gotten cold feet. 
The Highway Gas Tax used to be sufficient to pay for roads and transit. But since 1992, the tax 
hasn’t been increased, and revenue is grossly insufficient. Now the President is touting a trillion 
dollar infrastructure bill, more money than any such bill before.  Is it too much for Congress to 
swallow? It shouldn’t be, after all, Congress/President just this Spring agreed to spend over $4 
trillion on COVID response. So, $1 trillion for highways, subways, bridges, roads, so desperately 
needed, and such a job creator, sounds reasonable to most Democrats, many Republicans and the 
President.  
 
How do we pay for it?  One might think that if it is urgent, we should do the same as for military 
spending, for COVID response, for climate change or policing programs – authorize and appropriate 
from the US Treasury. However, Congress seems stuck on treating infrastructure differently – since 
1992 refusing to increase the gas tax, refusing to provide general Treasury funding, insisting that it 
must be “paid for” by some new or additional taxes or user fees.  
 
Will this year be different? Will they abandon dependence on “pay-for’s”; just take (a lot of) money 
from the Treasury? Or come up with some other infrastructure funding mechanism? Depends on 
whether Trump and Pelosi can continue their string of successes.  

 
No doubt President Trump and Majority Leader Pelosi hate the thought of being seen as a “team”; 
but their record this year suggests that once we get past the “noise”, in important ways, they are. 
And the nation is better off. 


